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Lwazi.io | Building the biggest social network dedicated to crypto.

A modern community social network platform
100% dedicated for crypto enthusiasts!

Where to find us
https://lwazi.io

https://discord.gg/6h5nyzrTN8

https://twitter.com/Lwaziio

https://lwaziproject.medium.com/

https://t.me/lwaziio

https://www.instagram.com/lwazitoken/

https://www.reddit.com/r/lwaziboard/
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01. Introduction
What is Lwazi

LWAZI

What is Lwazi? What's the plan? How do we
achieve the goals?

Crypto community platform

In this whitepaper we'll try to answer those

Where does the name come from?

questions to the best of our abilities.

The name Lwazi is of south african
origin and refers to "wisdom" or
"knowledge".

What is Lwazi?
Lwazi is an online community social network platform that aims to integrate real-time and accurate
information of listed coins and tokens while adding
a layer of social community platform on top of it.

What's the long term plan?
The plan is simple: Become the biggest online
community platform for all crypto.
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02. Tokenomics
Rewarding holders long term
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The buy tax

The sell tax

Doesn't reward contract adds a selling pressure?
Reward contracts adds a small selling pressure to the chart as it needs to swap tokens to BNB in order for it to reflect
BNB to holders. But it also supports a healthy chart that doesn't simply pump. It allows investors to hold their tokens
without selling while still receiving funds.
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02. Tokenomics
BNB rewards

7-12%
BNB rewards

How does rewards work?
Rewards are automatically transfered
every 24 hour by the Lwazi_DividenTracker
contract.
On sell transactions the contract will sell
the tokens held by the $LWAZI contract
and loop through eligble holders to
transfer dividends.
A manual claim functions is also available
directly from the platform once a user has
connected their wallet.

Use the $-sign to manual
claim rewards
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03. The community
Growth of users

The user registration option was added to the platform on
September 12th 2021. Since the user registration was added a
total of 12,533 users have registered on the platform with a daily
average growth of about 500 new users.
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04. The platform
Building user experiences

Access and information
The entire platform is
accessible by everyone
without the requirement
of creating a user on the
website.
Users will have the ability
to post, comment, share
and create their custom
profile.
User profile and features
While all information is freely available to everyone certain
features are restricted to members. The restriction is made to
encourage visitors to register on the platform.
· Create posts and customization of profile.
· Comment, share, like posts.
· Connect wallet and manual claim of rewards
· Upgrade account and earn badges / awards.
· Upvote coins / tokens.
· Participation in the weekly and monthly giveaway.
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04.1. The platform
The boards

All-in-one boards
Every coin and token on
the platform has its own
community board where
holders can communicate
and easily access all
available information.
· 24-hour chart data
· Website
· All social channels
· Explorer links
· Charts (Dextool etc.)
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04.2. The platform
The coins and tokens

The coins and tokens page is
a more detailed version of the
community boards.
Integrating a full-featured
trading view chart system for
customised chart design and
pattern analysis.
Available on the sub-page is
also most recently scraped
news of the specific coin as
well as the most recent posts.
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04.3. The platform
The portfolio tracker
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Integrating both ERC and BEP chains to generate an overview
of any users portfolio value, amount and % of total supply.
Value and holdings are always updated in real-time with the
rest of the platform.
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04.4. The platform
The giveaways

To encourage users to be active on the platform we've
integrated an automatic giveaway system which selects 3
random winners every week and month.
To win the giveaway users have to upvote coins to earn tickets
on the platform, which brings exposure to the coins and tokens
listed on our platform.
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04.5. The platform
The upgrades

As the platform progress the use of $LWAZI token will be more
and more an integrateable part of the platform. As of now
holding $LWAZI will allow for: No ads and double voting.
As the platform develops all kinds of new features will be
available to holders of $LWAZI. Every function launching on the
platform will have a free version while a premium version will be
available to holders of certain amounts of $LWAZI token.
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Always working on something
Expanding every day
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